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Where did we get to so far?
• We talked about radio waves scattered from electrons 
• We talked about the concept of Debye length 
• For radar wavelength > Debye length we see collective behaviour 
• In other words, our radar sees the wave modes in the plasma 
• Looking along a beam, we will see waves moving toward and away 
• To understand the radar spectrum we need to understand: 

• How fast these waves are moving (dependent on the medium) 
• How these waves are damped 
• What plasma parameter information can be gained from this

















Frequency Ranges for ISR
• Note that ion-acoustic waves exist across a broad range of frequency 

space 
• In principle, we can measure this kind of scatter for every wavelength 

above (about 5x) the Debye length, for as long as the ion-acoustic wave 
remains the dominant wave mode 
• That second factor puts a long wavelength (low frequency) limit on ISR, 

because Spread F and other kinds of irregularity start to dominate. 
• Our radar frequency determines which component of the frequency 

spectrum of ion-acoustic waves we pick out to observe 
• For radar wavelength λ, the Bragg condition for direct backscatter is 

satisfied by waves with wavelength λ /2 
• For a general scattering angle γ, the Bragg condition is : 

• λb = λ / (2 Cos (γ/2))





























Dependence on Plasma Parameters

To see how incoherent scatter spectrum depends on the plasma parameters, play with the widget at: 

http://madrigal.haystack.mit.edu/madrigal/ISR/spectrum/

http://madrigal.haystack.mit.edu/madrigal/ISR/spectrum/




Debye Length Dependencies



Ion-Neutral Collision Frequency







Mixtures of O+ and H+ (topside F-region)

• f = NH/(NH+NO)







The plasma autocorrelation function, rxx(τ)

is the Fourier transform of the ion line power spectral density. Using the 
plasma dispersion relation, we can compute model autocorrelation 
functions for different combinations of Ne, Te and Ti  

An estimate of the target rxx at lag time nτ0 can be computed from the 

time series of complex amplitude samples, s(t), output from the receiver:  

 rxx(nτ0) = s (t) s*(t + nτ0) 

Intuitively, it may appear natural to continue sampling at a given range for 
so long that the ACF has decayed almost to zero. To see if that helps at all, 
let us first look at how the different plasma parameters influence the ACF 
at different lag times : 



Dependence of the ACF on 
frequency











Partial derivatives of the plasma dispersion 
function:

∂rxx(τ) / ∂Ne 

∂rxx(τ) / ∂Ti 

∂rxx(τ) / ∂(Te/Ti) 

∂rxx(τ) / ∂mi 

∂rxx(τ) / ∂νin 

are shown in terms of τ/τ0 , where τ0 , the plasma correlation time, is the 
time to the first zero crossing of the ACF of a undamped ion-acoustic wave 
with wavelength =  Λ  = ½ λradar  

NOTE:  ∂rxx(τ) / ∂Ti  and ∂rxx(τ) / ∂mi are almost linearly dependent...





ACF estimate extent and errors

The next figure (from Vallinkoski 1989) shows how the errors of the 
different plasma parameters behave as functions of lag extent when 
measurement data are fitted to a five-parameter plasma model. 

Comparing this to the previous figure , we see that as the lag extent is 
increased to the point where the partial derivative of a given parameter 
goes through a complete cycle, the error in that parameter suddenly drops 
dramatically.  

If one is satisfied with slightly less than ultimate accuracy, extending the 
measurement to τ/τ0 = 2.5 should be sufficient. By about τ/τ0 = 3.5, all 
errors have settled down to their asymptotic value.





A note on plasma correlation times
• Ideally, we would measure the full extent of the ACF up to the full 

temporal limit of the correlation  
• This can be challenging for various reasons (e.g. range resolution, pulse 

coding) 
• Nonetheless, we generally need to measure to (something like) the third 

crossover to get good plasma parameter estimates 
• We also need to sample the ACF sufficiently frequently! 

• Correlation times depend on radar frequency 
• Lower frequency means longer correlation times and narrower spectra 
• Higher frequency means wider spectra and shorter ACFs (shorter correlation 

times) 
• At a given frequency, spectra get wider with altitude (shorter correlation 

times) 
• This can create interesting issues for experiment design



Possible values for  
UHF experiment

Constraining factors for an incoherent scatter radar experiment

Some constraining factors for incoherent scatter experiments, shown as  
functions of height for typical ionospheric conditions.

Time of flight for 
radar pulse

Pulse length giving 
resolution equal to 
the scale-height.

ionospheric 
correlation time, 
τ1 for UHF

ionospheric 
correlation time, 
τ1 for VHF

Minimum pulse  
length obtainable  
from transmitter





Plasma Lines (from Langmuir Waves) in Incoherent Scatter

Neglecting magnetic field effects, to first order: 

ω2 = ωp2(1 + 3k2λD2) 
• ω = Langmuir wave frequency 
• ωp = plasma frequency 
• k = wavenumber 
• λD = Debye length 

And for ISR to work, k2λD 2 must be small, so ω ~ ωp 

If ion lines and plasma lines can both be measured, the 
radar is effectively self calibrating  

This makes plasma line measurements very useful! 

Unfortunately, the plasma line is normally weak for thermal 
plasmas 



Enhanced Plasma Lines

The power in the plasma line is proportional to (kλD)2, 
which, as we have seen, is small 

However, plasma lines can be significantly enhanced if 
there is a source of free energy to increase the 
amplitude of the plasma waves. 

Potential sources are suprathermal electrons arising 
from: 
• Photoelectrons created during ionisation by solar 

EUV  
• Energetic high-latitude precipitation (aurora) 

Most ISRs only observe plasma lines when they are 
enhanced in this way. 



Gyrolines and Magnetic field effects
• There are a third class of weak spectral feature arising from the 

influence of the magnetic field, called “gyrolines”. 
• Gyroline frequencies are lower than the plasma line, but significantly 

above the ion line frequency 
• These are another wave-driven mode, conventionally associated with 

the high-frequency end of the whistler mode spectrum 
• Gyrolines are most often observed in the middle to lower ionosphere 

(E-region and bottomside F-region < 200km) at mid latitudes 
• At higher altitudes, higher Te leads to increased cyclotron damping 
• At higher latitudes (greater dip angle) wave frequency approaches the 

electron gyrofrequency









Anomalous Spectra in Incoherent Scatter
There are (at least) four main types of non-thermal spectra 
(a) Non-Maxwellians 
• The plasma velocity distribution becomes non-thermal, changing the 

characteristics of the Landau damping 
• This happens mainly in O+-O dominated regimes under large electric 

field conditions 
• Spectral shape then depends on field strength and aspect angle.





Anomalous Spectra in Incoherent Scatter
(b) Coherent Scatter Spectra 
• The scattering wave is no longer a thermal ion-acoustic wave, but 

larger-amplitude plasma turbulence at the same frequency 
• This happens under large electric field conditions with observing 

directions near perpendicular to the magnetic field 
• Spectral shape again depends on field strength and aspect angle.



Anomalous Spectra in Incoherent Scatter
(c) NEIALs (Naturally Enhanced Ion Acoustic Spectra) 
• The scattering medium is ion-acoustic waves, but these are enhanced 

due to coupling from energetic particles or other kinds of wave mode 
• These are mainly seen close to field-aligned under active auroral 

conditions 
• Spectra are generally strongly asymmetric.



Anomalous Spectra in Incoherent Scatter

(d) Anomalous spectra during HF heating 
• The scattering waves are driven by energy coupling from the HF pump 

wave 
• Various effects depending on power, direction and frequency of heater 

beam 
• Spectra decay back to thermal IS spectra when heating is turned off



Summary
• What we measure with radars is determined by those wave 

modes of the plasma which match the Bragg condition for our 
radar wavelength 
• Spectral shape is determined by the dispersion relation of 

these waves, taking into account the relationship of the wave 
velocity to the thermal velocity (Landau damping) 
• Changing plasma parameters changes the spectrum – some of 

these changes are fairly ambiguous. 
• Changing radar wavelength also changes the spectrum for given 

set of plasma parameters



Summary (2)
• To derive plasma parameters from the ion line, we generally fit 

in the time domain (to the ACF) 
• Ideally we measure the whole decorrelation time of the 

plasma, but in principle at least to 2.5 τ0 
• This has to be reconciled with appropriate spatial sampling 
• Needs different codes for different altitudes 
• Plasma lines can be very useful (e.g. for calibration) but can be 

hard to observe 
• There are several ways of generating non-thermal ISR spectra.  

In these situations our fitting theory doesn’t apply.





Computing the ACF
In the correlator: 

Ri,j = ∑(XiXj + YiYj) 
Ii,j  = ∑(XiYj-YiXj) 

For lag 0:  i = j (imaginary part identically zero) 
For lag 1: j-i=1, and so on…






















